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ROOTS REGGAE / REGGAE POST 70's
Black Ship is the fruit of an old and long friendship.
Together since more than ten years, and around this
music full of history, the six musicians of Black Ship
bring an authentic reggae music, original and
timeless… Jamaican music lovers from 60’s 70’s, and
every kind of vintage music, they bring a new vision
to this music by a fusion retro futuristic which fits in
the forefront of the musical trend. A come back to
real instruments, which sound rock and surf, vocals
harmony rythm’n’blues, soul, with actually impact
like hip-hop, pop… That band is just next to the 70’s
reggae, and invite us to a new musical trip.

TRACKLISTING EP
01 - The park
(R. Kalfa)

02 - Looking around
(A. Cordier)

03 - Black Ship on the sea
(A. Cordier)

04 - Neighborhood
(R. Kalfa)

05 - Vampire on the beach
(R. Kalfa)

06 - Such A Love
(T. Schutte)

After one year of hard work, the first official EP « On The
Sea » came out. At the same time, the band signed with
1001prodsrecords (Naâman’s booker), Khanti Records
label (Soom T, Devi Reed, Wyman Low…) and is
distributed by PIAS. It’s with a full and solid team that the
Black Ship starts its ocean travel…

Artwork : Elise Botrel : www.elisebotrel.com/

"The project's purpose is to bring a new wave to a very connoted music. Clearly inspired by the old
school but enriched by the music of today. Reggae music is inseparable from its story, but we are
not in the 70's, and we are not jamaïcan or rasta. However this music brought us, and gave us
some good vibes. While we were recording and being faithful to Reggae music, we were looking
for a real sound, vintage, authentic. We didn't want to fall into the new roots from today because
we don't recognize ourselves in this kind of music. For us, it's a challenge : a new start from the
golden age of Reggae music ! This is the fruit of our heritage from this legendary music and our life
of boys from the 90's .."

BLACK SHIP - LIVE !
www.blackshipmusic.com
Contact Booking : simon@1001prodsrecords.com
Contact Management : adbinam@gmail.com
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